
PRELIMINARY LEAFLET No. 106 1 

'\'fti~If!m D bl E d do· . . ou e n e 1mens1onmg 
and Profiling Machine WN 

British Standard Classification 81.13 

Principal Dimensions and Capacities 
Single Opening Machines 

Max. distance across outside of chain tracks 
Max. distance across outside of chain tracks 
Max. distance across outside of chain tracks 
Min. distance across outside of chain tracks 

Double Opening Machines 
Max. distance across outside of chain tracks 
Max. distance across outside of chain tracks 
Min. distance across outside of chain tracks 

Beam Capacities with forward feeding dogs 
Beam Standard Pressure 

32 Pitch 24" 600 mm. 
36 Pitch 39" 1000 mm. 
40 Pitch 57" 1450 mm. 

Max. overhang, track to colLunn 
Max. depth of timber admitted 
Feed speeds, infinitely variable, 50 cycles 
Feed speeds, infinitely variable, 60 cycles 
Horse power, feed motor 
Horse power, head motors (except drilling, jump dado and scoring heads) 
Speed of motors, 50 cycles 
Speed of motors, 60 cycles 

Single Opening Machines 
Floor space 5' 0" bed ( 1500 mm.), 32 pitch .. . 
Approx. net weight 5' 0" bed ( 1500 mm.), 32 pitch (6 heads) 
Floor space 13' 2" bed (40 10 mm.), 40 pitch ... 
Approx. net weight 13' 2" bed (4010 mm .), 40 pitch ( 10 heads) 
*Larger horse power motors arc ava ilab le. 

5' 0" 
8' 6" 

13' 2" 
6" 

16' 0" 
24' 0" 

21 " 

1500 mm. 
2500 mm. 
4000 mm . 

150 mm. 

4750 mm. 
7250 mm. 

530 mm. 

Long Pressure Extra Long Pressure 

27" 
45" 

680 mm. 18" 
1150 mm. 36" 

8" 
6" 

9-70 ft. /min. 
10-80 ft. /min. 

3 

450 mm. 
900 mm. 

200 mm. 
150 mm . 

2·7-21 m ./min . 
3-24 m. jmin . 

3 
5* 5* 

3000 r.p .m. (6000 with high frequency) 
3600 r .p.m. (7200 with high frequency) 

10' 7" ' ll ' 0" 
9000 lb 

18'9" X 13' 9" 
13500 lb 

3230 X 3350 mm. 
4000 kg. 

5720 x 4130 mm . 
6100 kg. 
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DOUBLE ENDED DIMENSIONING AND 

The Double Ended Dimensioning and Profiling 
Machine, Model WN, is designed to meet the in
creasing demand for double end working on joinery 
and furniture components and the dimensioning of 
panels and sheets. It is offered in three versions, 
either with left or right-hand opening beam, or as a 
double opening machine for long joinery components 
up to 26' 0" (7920 rnrn.). Three lengths of chain 
beam are available to take up a maximum width of 57" 
(1450 mm.). Attachments are available for relishing, 
stop grooving, drilling on the run, jump scoring, and 
profiling, etc. 

THE MAIN MACHINE consists of a fabricated steel 
bed with ground square slideways. The fixed head
stock is carried from a cast iron plate fixed to the bed. 
The adjustable headstock is carried from a cast iron 
saddle faced with Ferobestos material for low friction 
and long life, and a taper gib type adjustment is pro
vided. Machines above 13' 2" ( 400 mm.) capacity have 
a split bed with both headstocks adjustable from the 
centre, the feed drive being from a centre support for 
the backshaft. Power traverse to the adj ustable head
stock is by means of a rotating nut and fixed, tensioned 
lead screw. A steel rule is incorporated in the bed with 
an illuminated, adjustable scale magnifier for easy 
setting. Each headstock column has three machined 
slide faces for carrying head units in the front, centre 
and rear. Facings are also provided for the overhead 
pressure support and chain beam supports . 

CHAINS AND BEAMS. The beams are steel fabri
cations carrying inverted vee phosphor-bronze rails on 
which run the feed chains. The rails are located by 
eccentric pins, enabling the alignment to be adjusted. 
The chains are standard 8" (200 mm.) pitch Wadkin 
"block and link" design of saddle track type. Each 
chain is lubricated by means of a manual oil pump. 
Driving dogs can be supplied of various types and one 
in every pair is adjustable to facilitate accurate setting. 
The fabricated steel chain beams are in two sections, 
the main sections being fitted to each column and bed 
(saddle on the adjustable headstock) by rigid stretchers. 
T here are two lengths of extension piece, providing 
three overall lengths of chain beam. The chains for 
the three lengths have a total number of pitches of 32, 
36 and 40 respectively. The longest beam has an add
itional support and roller for the adjustable beam. A 
fence is fitted either to the adjustable or fixed beam. 

OVERHEAD PRESSURES. Two types of pres
sure are offered: the continuous vee belt which can be 
fitted with power drive, or the Caterpillar type. T he 
vee belt pressures consist of a continuous belt running 
over individually sprung rollers carried from a rigid 
cast iron beam. The Caterpillar pressure consists of 
rubber pads fitted to a special block chain running 
between guides on the cast iron beam. Removable 
hold-back shoe assemblies fitted at the infeed end of 
the beams can be mounted on the inside or the outside. 

~ PROFILING MACHINE, TYPE WN 

FEED GEAR. The 3" (75 mm.) diameter double 
keywayed shaft driving the feed chains is driven at the 
end of the bed through a worm reduction unit and a 
3 h.p. totally enclosed fan cooled braking motor and 
double expanding cone pulleys. Feed speeds are 
infinitely variable from 9 to 70 ft. /min. (2·7 to 21 
metres/min.). 
An alternative D.C. drive is available giving infinitely 
variable feed speeds from 7 to 70 ft. /min. (2 to 21 
metres/min.). Speed control is from the console panel. 
Also available with this arrangement is a dual speed 
setting device enabling cyclical speed reductions at 
critical parts of the cutting operation. 

HEAD UNITS. All head units are provided with 
horizontal and vertical adjustment and will cant 
through more than 180° by worm and wheel. How
ever, if heads are fitted in both top and bottom posi
tion on the same slideway then the available canting is 
reduced according to their relative dispositions. Com
prehensive scales are fitted for all movements and 
versatile exhaust hoods are included to suit a variety of 
cutter blocks and head combinations . All heads con
sist of robust continuously rated 5 h.p . 3,000 r.p. m. 
totally enclosed fan cooled squirrel cage induction 
motors. Larger h.p. heads can be offered. 

Extra equipment to be specified as required: 
All main cutterheads, alternative bed lengths, beam 
lengths, pressure types and lengths, and auxiliary 
equipment. 
All cutter equipment, as detailed in the special booklet. 
Chains and dogs as follows: 

1~; " or hl-" high disappearing dogs, -&-" flat back dogs, 
-r , 1-}" or 2-f' flat back dogs drilled for backing pieces, 
1-t" or 2f' finger dogs for ·§-" minimum stock. 
Polyurethane inserts for friction feeding. 
Special side links can be fitted which carry alternative 
top plates with, or without, polyurethane facings to 
give a continuous platform. Standard saddle track 
dogs can be fitted after the removal of the plates. 

Optional equipment supplied to order: 
Beam heads, beam mounted scoring saw units, scoring 
saw units mounted on spigot of the main head, vertical 
pneumatic jump and canting scoring saw units, relish
ing heads, overhead beam, jump dado unit, also right
angle drive attachment, profiling units, timing drum 
mechanism, drilling units, and frequency changer. 
Overhead gaining unit with horizontal spindle carried 
from the beam. 
Under gaining unit with horizontal spindle carried 
from the bed. 
Front corner rounding attachment. 
Stock support carried from the machine bed. 
Core gauge carried from the fence. 
Transfer equipment of various types for rails and 
panels, both hopper and single action types. 

Telephone: Leicester 68151 (7 lines) 

Telegrams: } Woodworker Leicester Telex. 
Wadkin Ltd. and at 

York House, Empire Way, Wemblcy, Middx. 

Telephone: 01-902-771 4 (3 lines) 
Telex : 262210 

Cables: ' ' 
T elex: 34646 (Wadkin, Leicster) Green Lane Works, Leicester 

'!. M/S/S/H7 Pri n ted in E ngl:\nd 
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